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Abstract
Crowdsourced content creation like articles or slogans can be powered by crowds of volunteers or workers from paid task markets. Volunteers often have expertise and are intrinsically motivated, but are a limited resource, and are not always reliably available. On the other hand, paid crowd workers are reliably available, can be guided to produce high-quality content, but cost money. How can these different populations of crowd workers be leveraged together to power cost-effective yet high-quality crowd-powered content-creation systems? To answer this question, we need to understand the strengths and weaknesses of each. We conducted an online study where we hired paid crowd workers and recruited volunteers from social media to complete three content creation tasks for three real-world non-profit organizations that focus on empowering women. These tasks ranged in complexity from simply generating keywords or slogans to creating a draft biographical article. Our results show that paid crowds completed work and structured content following editorial guidelines more effectively. However, volunteer crowds provide content that is more original. Based on the findings, we suggest that crowd-powered content-creation systems could gain the best of both worlds by leveraging volunteers to scaffold the direction that original content should take; while having paid crowd workers structure content and prepare it for real world use.
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1 Introduction
Organizations often need to create and communicate content, either online or printed, to promote their work. However, content creation involves not only financial, but human resources as well. Nonprofit organizations have limited budgets [21].

This means that they need to be smart about how to efficiently use the available resources to achieve their goals. One increasingly attractive option is to crowdsourcetheir content creation needs [17][23]. This can involve the creation of a catchphrase or idea generation for new products for the organization [3][16]. There are two main ways organizations with a limited budget can crowdsourcetheir content creation tasks: Volunteers and crowd workers.

Volunteers could help out with or without a small remuneration. Many of these volunteers are intrinsically motivated to assist in the agenda that the organization is pushing forth; consequently, they may be motivated to engage in a great amount of work for the organization for little benefit [20]. One potential source of volunteers is social media [12] and can be asked for simple tasks such as gathering information [19] or content creation [6]. The content creation can be more diverse than face-to-face discussion [9]. The disadvantages are that it can take on extremely varied response rates [18], and deflates the degree of social capital. Social capital means all the resources an individual has at their command, all of which can be extracted from his or her social network [4].

Although, researchers have explored the implementation of social media as a way to gather and use volunteer participation [15], past research has focused on studying contributions from people’s social capital [2][5][26]; this is a problem as some organizations, especially new ones, might not have a large network to rely on. Previous work has also explored the possibility of asking strangers on social media questions [15][26]. Though intrinsic motivation should follow on to higher quality production results [1], previous studies have found that the design content creation, such as creating a slogan or a full Wikipedia biography, taken from online communities can be of both a lower quality and quantity than organizations expect [13][25].

The other way an organization can crowdsource content is to post the work to a crowd marketplace which provides a more stable source of workers, but the quality of their work may also be questionable. This type of workers tend to complete their work primarily based on extrinsic motivations [14]. A financially motivated audience can be accessed through analysis platforms such as Voyant, or commercial platforms such as Upwork or Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [14]. Potential drawbacks include financial costs: although a single instance of content creation...
generation is typically affordable (e.g. $10 U.S. dollars), generating content creation for many other instances could get expensive quite quickly.

Organizations with limited budgets may wish to mix and match these different populations of workers, depending on the precise nature of their priorities (e.g., time to completion, level of originality, reliability of content quality) and available resources (e.g., access to social capital, monetary constraints). To make these decisions in a principled way, requires an understanding of the precise strengths and weaknesses of each population of crowd workers. While previous work has studied how crowd workers compare with volunteers for more simple jobs, including marking related pictures or providing micro-content creation [6][10], there is a lack of empirical research on the strengths and weaknesses of each population of workers for content creation tasks. This knowledge could be very useful for organizations deciding whether and how to leverage crowdsourcing for their content creation needs. In this paper, we investigate the strengths and weaknesses of paid and volunteer crowds for content creation tasks. We focused on the following research questions:

● How do different crowds compare in terms of the originality of the content task generated results?
● How do different crowds compare in terms of usefulness of the answers?
● How do crowds compare in terms of accuracy following instructions?

To answer these research questions, we conducted an online study, in which volunteers and crowd workers were recruited to execute content creation tasks for three real world NGOs focused on empowering women. Volunteers were recruited and orchestrated directly from social media; crowd workers were recruited in AMT and orchestrated through Chorus [8], a crowd-powered dialogue system. Our content creation tasks ranged in complexity from simply providing keywords, generating a slogan for the NGO to create a biography on Wikipedia. To gain a nuanced understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of volunteers and crowd workers, we measured key subcomponents of quality: originality, usefulness, and accuracy to follow instructions.

Our work, to our understanding, is the first to directly compare crowd workers and volunteers, and explore a range of indicators of work quality (e.g. quantity, quality, and degree of content) to discover possible trade-offs. Our methodology also demonstrates how social media volunteers can be orchestrated to execute complex content creation tasks directly on social media via simple text messages

2 Crowds
In the following section we present the crowds we considered in our study: volunteer crowds from social media and crowd workers. All the participants for this study were anglophone speakers. Due to privacy we only gather information about the job done but not about the person that participated in the activities. All the responses received from a participant that lead to a completed task were stored by a human agent into the database.

2.1 Volunteer Crowds
Volunteer crowds were recruited on social media using Twitter streaming API. Based on the previous work [6] we developed a workflow that monitors Twitter activity real-time and listens for words related to feminism, identifying suitable volunteers in order to send questions to them.

The experimental workflow, Figure 1.a shows the process followed to collect information for each task on Twitter. The first step was to identify potential volunteers by listening in on a real-time filtered feed of publicly posted Tweets. Filtering was primarily done by keywords related to feminism, such as "#women", "#genderequality", "#feminism", "#womenrights", among others. When a potential volunteer was identified, the first microtask was sent. Microtasks were sent as @replies to one of the recent relevant tweets, thus giving some context for why the microtask was directed to them. Next, a human operator would monitor Twitter for responses to the microtask. If the volunteer responded to the...
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first microtask with a relevant response, then the follow-up microtask would be sent.

### 2.2 Paid Crowds

In this study, the paid crowd was recruited from AMT. We used a third-party software, Chorus [8], which is a conversational agent powered by crowd-sourcing, to communicate with the worker. One of the key design goals of Chorus is to allow end-users to naturally develop open dialogs with crowd workers without being aware of the boundaries of conversational sessions. This type of open dialog is very similar to the kinds of conversational threads that occur on Twitter, which also do not have clear communication boundaries. Therefore, it was useful to compare with the social media volunteers recruited on Twitter. Workers in Chorus get paid with $0.2 per conversational session lasting 11 minutes on average. On top of the base rate, to incentive workers, they were granted extra bonus money according to their contributions to the conversation.

The workflow used to dispatch microtasks to crowd workers can be seen in Figure 1b. To recruit workers, a human agent initiated a conversation on Chorus, to send them the first microtask, the human agent waited for the feedback from the workers and kept sending the follow-up microtasks. The agent stored the responses from crowd workers for further analysis.

### 3 Content creation tasks and metrics

Our goal was to understand the type of content that volunteers and paid crowd workers produced on demand. For this purpose, we sourced to these two groups different content creation tasks, and studied how: (1) original and (2) useful the content created was; and (3) how accurate the people followed instructions. Each of these metrics and the methodology to evaluate them will be explained in detail in the following sections.

We studied these three metrics because they are some of the most important points organizations and communities consider when deciding what content to incorporate. We were particularly interested in creating a body of knowledge that organizations could use to decide what crowd to select for their content creation needs. The focus of our investigation is on the case study of non-profits centered on feminism. We selected this area because two of the co-authors had direct involvement with NGOs working on feminism. This facilitated getting real world feedback about the content that volunteers and crowd workers were generating. As a side note, one critical point of several organizations is the lack of coverage of women. Therefore, understanding how crowd workers or volunteers could be best leveraged to fight this information bias is important.

We asked crowd workers and volunteers to participate in creating content for three different tasks. These tasks were common to most NGOs, and had a growing level of complexity. Thus allowing us to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of content creation in each type of crowd. We measured task complexity based on the number of micro-tasks involved. The tasks we considered were: keywords, slogan, biography of a famous woman. Each of these tasks was conducted for a real world non-profit organization.

#### 3.1 Keywords Task

Many NGOs struggle with the problem of not having a biography of a noteworthy woman. We focus this particular task on one of the largest knowledge sources of the world Wikipedia. We chose Wikipedia because coverage of important women is a critical problem faced by the organization, where gender-oriented disparity in articles exist throughout the entire encyclopedia [24]. The Wikipedia Biography task consists of three microtasks:

1) **Request Name Microtask.** Consists in providing the name of a woman who did not have a biography on Wikipedia and that they considered noteworthy enough.

2) **Request Information Microtask.** Consists in giving basic biographical information about the suggested woman, as well as references that support the information.

3) **Structure Information Microtask.** Consists in structuring and refining the data that was provided about the woman, to produce a final text of the biography that could be directly incorporated into Wikipedia.

For the latter microtask we provided crowds with a link where we had collected all data from the previews microtasks that they had contributed collectively. This link was an online document that they could edit together to prepare their final biography. Note that paid crowds did not have access to the online documents from volunteers, and vice versa. The biographies that each crowd generated were directly uploaded by a human agent to Wikipedia.

### 4 Evaluation

We requested tasks from volunteers and crowd workers from July 15th until September 7th, 2016. We guided crowds to generate content via a series of questions. Each task thus involved a series of questions, and each microtask was tied to one question. Table 1 presents the different questions we used for each microtask. We alternated between tasks for which we requested content, to minimize any sequence effect.

For the keyword and slogan tasks real world NGOs helped us to validate the data. And for the biography task we submit the biography to Wikipedia and wait for the moderators comments, to evaluate the work. As said before we study originality, usefulness and accuracy to follow instructions. We analyzed only the final content that crowds created for each microtask. We did not consider
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off-topic responses in our analysis. The results for keywords and slogan are presented together as the methodology to evaluate originality is the same, afterwards we present the results for the biography task that uses a different one.

4.1 Keyword and Slogan Tasks

Volunteers and paid workers generated 20 slogans, and provided 20 sets of keywords. Figure 2 shows an example of the content that a) volunteers produced; and b) paid crowd workers provided.

4.1.1 Method: originality

To measure originality we considered that a piece of content was original when it did not appear on the NGO's official website. We use this method to be able to qualify the active participation and interest of the people, considering that copy-paste action would mean non involvement or interest at all. For the case of keywords we verified on the “ENILAC” website and for slogan we checked on “Chicas Poderosas” website. For both keyword and slogan tasks, we calculated the percentage of words that did not appear on the site over the number of words that were provided. And lastly, for the slogan we also measured the originality of the images provided (did the image appear or not on the page's official site).

Table 1. Text description used in each microtask.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Micro-Task</th>
<th>Question Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you give me five words that you would use to describe the work of [non-profit name]?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slogan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you give us a slogan that we could use to promote the work of [non-profit name]?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slogan</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you send us an image that you think could complement the slogan you just created?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Bio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Can you give me the name of a noteworthy woman who you think should have a biography on Wikipedia but currently does not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia Bio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Can you give me facts about her?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Originality statistics per crowd on each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Slogan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer Crowd</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Crowd</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.2 Results: originality

Table 2 summarizes the originality ratings of volunteers and paid crowds. We can observe that volunteers gave more original responses than crowd workers. It is interesting to observe that even for complex tasks that involve generating a new motto and an image, volunteers were able to produce original content. However, it is important to notice that this creativity should not be confused with usefulness. An answer could be original, meaning, it is not a copy/paste from the non-profit web page, but it could end up not being useful for the NGO. For the Keywords task, volunteers had significantly more original responses (51%) than paid workers (15%), z test of difference in proportions = 5.53, p<.001. The same was true for the Slogan task, where volunteers produced significantly more original on-topic answers (100%) than paid workers (73%), z = 2.94, p<.01.

4.1.3 Method: usefulness

We implemented usefulness as a measure to assess how helpful the content produced is for an NGO and if the NGO would use it. In order to measure usefulness, we asked two members of the NGOs participating in the study to categorize the answers given by each crowd for the Keyword and Slogan Tasks. Only two categories were used: Useful or Trash. Useful was content that the organization felt that they could use, and Trash was content that they would likely never use. Each piece of content was reviewed by the NGOs members independently, and decided whether the organization would likely use it or not. In case there was a tie, a third volunteer was called to undo the tie and reach an agreement about the categorization. The two coders agreed on 97% of the answers with a Cohens kappa = .94 for the Keywords task, and Cohens kappa = .94 for the Slogan task.

Table 3. Usefulness statistics per crowd to complete each task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Slogan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer Crowd</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paid Crowd</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.4 Results: usefulness

From Table 3 we can note that across tasks the paid crowd tended to give more useful content. For the Keyword task 100%, z = -3.99, p < .001, of the paid workers delivered only useful words while the social media volunteers gave less useful content for the NGO. The same effect was observed in the Slogan task where almost 90%, z = -2.80, p < .01, of paid workers delivered useful words. Many volunteers tended to provide content that seemed to be more to support the general cause of empowering women, but were not necessarily related to the NGO. For instance, one person gave to the NGO of “chicas poderosas” (an organization focused on digital journalism and women) the slogan of: “cyborgs with purple glasses. Let's fight to get more women engineers!”.

4.1.5 Method: accuracy to follow instructions

We were also interested in studying the accuracy of each crowd to follow instructions. In this case we use the word accuracy to the ability of the social media volunteer or crowdsource worker to
follow the instructions exactly as they were provided, no more, no less that was asked for. In many cases organizations need content that has a certain format or follows certain standards to use it. Therefore, we evaluate the compliance on the instructions, penalizing any deviation.

For the Keywords task, the instruction was to provide only five words describing the given NGO. We penalized if they provided more words, or if they provided fewer words. The capability to follow instructions was calculated on a scale from 0 to 100, and each word counted 20 points, therefore, in order to get the maximum score, five words should have been given. We penalized people for each extra keyword that was given by removing 20 points.

For the Slogan task, we measured how much crowds followed instructions per micro-task. For the first microtask we gave people 100 points if they gave us some phrase and 0 if not. For the second microtask we gave people again 100 if they provided an image for the slogan and 0 if not.

4.1.6 Results: accuracy to follow instructions
In Figure 3 we observe that the paid crowd tended to follow guidelines more than volunteers. For the Keyword task we observed that only 38% of all submissions followed the specified instructions of providing five words. Meanwhile, 86% of the submissions from crowd workers followed the established rule. This difference was statistically significant, $z = -3.71$, $p<.001$.

Volunteers tended in general to provide more than what was requested from them. But consequently ended up not following the specifics of the task. This result is aligned with the findings of Yen et al. [9], which found that people on online forums tended to give the most responses to a small feedback related task.

From Figure 3 we see that volunteers followed instructions more accurately for the particular micro-task of providing a motto for the NGO, where over 70% of the content that crowds created followed the specifics. For this microtask we did not observe a statistically significant difference in how many volunteers and paid workers followed instructions, $z = -1.13$, $p = 0.13$.

![Figure 3. Capability to follow instructions.](Data/4.png)

For the microtask of providing an image, less than 45% of social media volunteers provided an image. Paid workers, on the other hand, 90% of the time followed the instructions exactly. For this microtask, we see a difference between how accurate volunteers and crowd workers followed instructions, $z = -3.60$, $p<.001$.

We believe that volunteers are not consistent with how much they follow instructions likely due to their intrinsic motivations [20]. Since they are not paid, volunteers value having flexibility in how they complete work [7]. It is thus likely that volunteers are focusing on the aspect of the task that they most care about, or find the most fulfilling.

4.2 Biography Task
To provide a more externally valid test of our research questions, we decided to carry on a content creation task deployment on the popular online encyclopedia, Wikipedia\(^4\). Wikipedia is special in this endeavor as its articles can be edited by anyone. We decided to test out both crowds in this environment.

Figure 1 shows the main question-asking flow used for collecting answers for each microtask from both crowds. For the “Request Name Microtask”, the human agent would dispatch the request to both crowds, and wait until an original name was received. Once this task was accomplished the “Request Information Microtask” was dispatched. The human agent waited for the biographical information given by many of the social media volunteers and paid workers and stored it in a sandbox. Once this small work assignment was accomplished, the “Structure Information Microtask” was dispatched.

4.2.1 Method: originality
For the “Request Name Microtask”, we evaluated if volunteers and crowdworkers provided a biography that was not on Wikipedia. This shows the active participation of the volunteers and crowdworkers to do a brief research of the existent biographies on Wikipedia as well their commitment to the cause to search for a name that is missing.

For the “Request Information Microtask”, we evaluated whether they provided references or not.

4.2.2 Results: originality
On the “Request Name Microtask”, volunteers tended to give more original names of women than the paid crowd had. We observed that the paid crowd had a hard time coming up with women that did not have a biography on Wikipedia. In general, they tend to give push-back answers such as “Everyone is on Wikipedia already”, “Personally I can't think of any”. When this happened, we suggested a name to the crowd worker to keep up testing the next work assignments.

For the “Request Name Microtask”, 82% of crowd workers gave us a name, while 86% of social media volunteers did. This percentage changed for the “Request Information Microtask”, where references are asked. Volunteers only 54% gave references, while 100% of the crowd workers asked gave references.

From the “Biography Task”, the data that we obtained was that 43% of the people who made it until the second work assignment, completed structured the information to create the biography, while 100% of crowd workers did.

4.2.3 Method: usefulness
We tested the usefulness of the structured biography on Wikipedia using ORES\(^5\), (Objective Revision Evaluation Service), a web service designed by Wikimedia Foundation to help detect and remove vandalism and the survival rate in order to check how many articles were not deleted by the community. We considered a biography useful if it had not been marked for deletion by the Wikipedia community.

ORES uses three quality models to rate editions to Wikipedia articles: "damaging", "good faith" and "reverted". With probabilities from 0 to 1. We considered an observation period of 1
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week to wait for the feedback of the community on Wikipedia as the patrolling process that the community uses to flag articles or delete them ensures that 80% of all new articles are patrolled within an hour of creation, and 95% within a day [11]. The mechanism by which articles can be flagged, starts right after the article has been created. Once the article is on Wikipedia, it appears on a special page that is monitored by trusted, verified Wikipedians who review the new article and can flag it for deletion.

4.2.4 Results: usefulness

We used Wikipedia to test out in the wild what happened with the information given by both crowds in the work assignment to structure the biography. Only the users from each crowd that completed the last work assignment from the Biography task pipeline were suitable for usefulness testing from the Wikipedia community. This is, they gave us full biography information about a woman, and the information was structured enough to upload to Wikipedia.

From the social media volunteers, 3 biographies were created on Wikipedia, 1 of them was marked for deletion in less than 24 hours, and two are still unreviewed. From the crowd workers, 4 stubs were created on Wikipedia, and none of them were marked as deleted. The articles that were not deleted, received feedback, mainly related to the necessity to add citations, some editing and grammar correction.

Table 4. ORES results. The only bio that survived from the volunteers was for Magaly Pineda Tejada.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bio</th>
<th>Damaging (true)</th>
<th>Good faith (true)</th>
<th>Reverted (true)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magaly Pineda Tejada</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura J. Esserman</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Hubbell</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women of the Apollo Program</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne RD Tata</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Palenciano</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORES results for the quality models (see Table 4.) show that the information uploaded to Wikipedia was not considered damaging (a probability closer to 0 for the damaging model indicates that the edit was not considered to cause damage), they were saved in good faith, (a score closer to 1 indicates that the edit was saved in good faith), and had a low probability of being reverted (a score closer to 0 indicates that a low probability exists that it will be reverted).

4.2.5 Method: accuracy following instructions

We calculated per microtask, on a binary scale of 0 or 100. For the “Request Name Microtask”, a 100 was given if the user structured the information given, or at least did some structuring in a sandbox.

4.2.6 Results: accuracy following instructions

Figure 4 illustrates differences in reliability between the volunteer and paid workers. While a majority (82%) of the volunteers followed instructions for the “Request Name Microtask”, only approximately half of them followed instructions in the subsequent microtasks (54% for “Request Information Microtask”, and 43% for the “Structure Information Microtask”). In contrast, paid workers followed instructions at similar rates to volunteers for the first microtask (71% of workers, z = -1.37, p = .17), but were significantly more willing to complete subsequent microtasks, once they were given a name to work on; 100% of workers completed the “Request Information Microtask”, z = 1.68, p = .09; and 100% of workers completed the “Structure Information Microtask” z= 1.89, p = .06).

5 Discussion

In this study, our objective was to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of volunteers and paid crowd workers for crowdsourced content creation. Our overall goal was to generate knowledge that can be used by organizations to make appropriate decisions regarding which combinations of workers they should use depending on their priorities (e.g., time to completion, originality) and available resources (e.g., social capital, budget).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bio</th>
<th>Damaging (true)</th>
<th>Good faith (true)</th>
<th>Reverted (true)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyword</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy following instructions</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slogan</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy following instructions</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biography</td>
<td>More names</td>
<td>Less names</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>More rejected</td>
<td>More accepted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy following instructions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our experiments found that volunteers typically generate ideas with more originality. Meaning that this crowd gets more involved and invested in the task, as they are more dedicated to try to provide original and no copied information. As we can see from Table 5, the volunteer crowds were better than paid workers for all the originality tests that we evaluated. However, the main drawback that we found is that they tend to generate more spam responses than crowdworkers. This could be explained as this is a volunteer work they tend to put more effort into the tasks that they found more interesting and putting aside the instructions.

Paid crowd workers are better at following instructions and producing high-quality content. From Table 5 we can observe that usefulness and accuracy following instructions was totally dominated by the paid workers. Crowd workers tend to follow instructions and avoid working more than required, providing exactly the information and activities that were asked. This makes their work much more useful in terms that their results are ready to use by the NGOs. Nevertheless, they struggled in terms of original creation, this was the case despite the fact that crowd workers who regularly contribute to Chorus may be more creative than average crowd workers, since participation in Chorus exposes them to many diverse experiences and problems [8].

An organization needs to specify the type of content creation to decide which type of worker is needed. If the task needs originality the best option is to work with volunteers on social media. This comes with the limitation that the organization will have to deal with a larger number of responses and maybe not all of them tailored in the way they expect. This will insert possible delays of data cleaning and organization that need to be taken into account. On the other hand, if the task requires accuracy following instructions and with specific structure to be useful, it is better to use crowd workers. In this case the organization has to organize and plan the activities and tasks with great detail, as these workers will tend to avoid overdoing or providing more than what is asked. This way requires that the organization is aware of the exact needs and steps to tackle their content needs.

6 Limitations and future work
An important limitation of our study is that we did not request or track the identity of the social media volunteers or crowdworkers due to the privacy implications. This is important if other elements that could also contribute to the quality of results, such as the participant's domain experience, their content creation expertise, and their demographics are needed to be tested. Future work is needed to analyze how these factors influence the results obtained from content creation requests online and to study the generalizability of our results for different instances of the crowd categories tested in this work. We look forward to testing the results obtained by tackling social media volunteers with more domain expertise, different content creation tasks, different sizes of social networks, and offer visualization of the task created [22].

Another important issue not considered in this work are the potential ethical considerations of engaging paid crowd workers for certain kinds of NGO work, such as advocacy. For some nonprofits, this may mean that paid crowd workers are a non-starter. Yet, our findings still have useful implications for such settings, as they provide such nonprofits with information about what gaps they may need to fill in terms of their content creation needs if they exclusively rely on volunteers (e.g., disciplined, high-quality work). These gaps might be filled with dedicated, highly-trained staff, or perhaps also with research on guidance mechanisms for improving volunteer work.

7 Conclusion
Organizations are more and more often accessing social networks and paid task markets in order to recruit personnel to help out accomplish their goals. To promote their work, organizations like nonprofits need to recruit volunteers or crowdworkers for some of their content creation needs. In this study, we presented a comparison of Twitter volunteers and crowdworkers from Amazon Mechanical Turk to execute content creation tasks with different levels of complexity such as suggesting keywords to describe a non-profit organization, creating a slogan for a non-profit organization, and a real world deployment to create a Wikipedia biography. We discovered that volunteers should be leveraged if the organization is in need of original answers as they tend to generate more original ideas than crowdworkers; however, if the task requires that precise instructions to be followed or a certain level of structuring such as the one where text requires to be referenced, then a paid crowd market could be the best option. Alternatively, one organization could leverage volunteers to scaffold the direction that original novel content should take, while having paid crowd workers structure content and prepare it for real world use. We hope our results will enable and encourage organizations to more effectively harness the immense potential of both crowds to execute content creation tasks, to get the best of both worlds and generate content that best suits their needs.
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